In this position paper we shall undertake a critical scrutiny of the decision analysis (DA) paradigm on the basis of experience we gained from working on the bullwhip effect. We had some success with sorting out the complexities of the bullwhip by using fuzzy numbers in the bullwhip models, and we found out that this points the way to a more viable approach to sort out complex decision problems. As a positive criticism of the DA paradigm we have collected the insights we have gained in an agenda for soft decision analysis (SDA), which we hasten to add is not complete but -hopefully -an opening for focused research and continuing development.
Decision analysis
The paradigm of DA aims at both a descriptive and a prescriptive treatment of decision-making, i.e. both to describe how people make decisions and to prescribe how they should make decisions in order to maximize their utility.
Keeney and Raiffa (1976, [4] ) summarize their paradigm in a five-step process (pp 5-7; here partly abbreviated):
1. Pre-analysis. We assume that there is a unitary decision maker who is undecided about the course of action he or she should take in a particular problem. The problem has been identified and the viable action alternatives are given.
2. Structural analysis. The decision maker structures the qualitative anatomy of his problem. What choices can he make now? What choices can he defer? How can he make choices that are based on information learned along the way? What experiments can he perform? What information can he gather purposefully and what can he learn during the normal course of events without intentional intervention? These questions are put into an orderly package by a decision tree. . . . The decision tree has nodes that are under the control of the decision maker . . . and nodes that are not under his full control. . . . We refer to these two nodes as decision nodes and chance nodes.
3. Uncertainty analysis. The decision maker assigns probabilities to the branches emanating from chance nodes. These assignments are made by artfully mixing various techniques and procedures based on past empirical data, on assumptions fed into and results taken from various stochastic, dynamic models, on expert testimony (duly calibrated, to take into account personal idiosyncrasies and biases resulting from conflict of interest positions), and on the subjective judgments of the decision maker. The assignments should be checked for internal consistencies.
4. Utility or value analysis. The decision maker assigns utility values to consequences associated with paths through the tree. . . . In an actual problem, there would be associated with (a) path various economic and psychological costs and benefits that affect the decision maker and others whom the decision maker considers as part of his decision problem. The cognitive impacts are conceptually captured by associating with each path of the tree a consequence that completely describes the implications of that path. The decision maker should then encode his preferences for these consequences in terms of cardinal utility numbers. This measurement not only reflects the decision maker's ordinal rankings for different consequences (. . . ), it also indicates his relative preferences for lotteries over these consequences. . . . the assignment of utility numbers to consequences must be such that the maximization of expected utility becomes the appropriate criterion for the decision maker's optimal action.
5. Optimisation analysis. After the decision maker structures his problem, assigns probabilities and assigns utilities, he calculates his optimal strategy -the strategy that maximizes expected util-ity. This strategy indicates what he should do at the start of the decision tree and what choice he should make at every decision node he can possibly reach along the way.
In a preface to the 1993 edition of their book Keeney and Raiffa basically state that nothing much had to be changed from the edition published eighteen years earlier:
Decision analysis is widely recognized as a sound prescriptive theory. When a decision involves multiple objectives -and this is almost always the case with important problems -multi-attribute utility theory forms the basic foundations for applying decision analysis. The theory explicitly addresses the value trade-offs and uncertainties that are invariably at the center of multiple-objective decisions. The experience of numerous applications indicates that the theory available in 1976 is still the most relevant theory available today.
With the introduction of soft decision analysis we will start to take issue with a few of the underlying key assumptions of the paradigm.
The bullwhip effect causes some problems for DA
We have done some work with the bullwhip effect (cf. [2, 3] ) and will use this rather cumbersome phenomenon as an illustration of complex decision problems and as a background for a critical discussion of the DA paradigm.
The bullwhip effect has been the focus of systematic theoretical work only in recent years. The first articles to report on research results in a more systematic fashion (Lee et al [5] ) have been published only recently. The effect is often identified with the simulation experiment, The Beer Game, which is used to demonstrate the effects of distorted information in the supply chain.
The bullwhip effect describes the increasing variance in orders as they move up a supply chain (from customer to retailer-wholesaler-distributorproducer), despite the fact that the underlying customer demand may show only a small or even marginal variance. The key driver of the bullwhip effect appears to be that the variations of the estimates of customer demand are amplified as the orders move up the supply chain from the customer, through retailers and wholesalers to the producer. Besides the bullwhip, the effect is also called the whiplash or the whipsaw effect.
Lee et al [5, 6] have shown that the bullwhip effect will have a number of negative consequences and that it will cause significant inefficiencies:
1. Excessive inventory investments throughout the supply chain as retailers, distributors, logis-tics operators and producers need to safeguard themselves against the variations.
2. Poor customer service as some part of the supply chain runs out of products due to the variability and insufficient means for coping with the variations.
3. Lost revenues due to shortages, which have been caused by the variations.
4. The productivity of invested capital in operations becomes substandard, as revenues are lost.
5. Decision-makers react to the fluctuations in demand and make investment decisions or change capacity plans to meet peak demands. These decisions are probably misguided, as peak demands may be eliminated by reorganizations of the supply chain.
6. Demand variations cause variations in the logistics chain, which again cause fluctuations in the planned use of transportation capacity. This will again produce suboptimal transportation schemes and increase transportation costs.
7. Demand fluctuations caused by the bullwhip effect may cause missed production schedules, which actually are completely unnecessary, as there are no real changes in the demand, only inefficiencies in the supply chain.
There are some studies also cited in [5] , which have revealed four key reasons for the occurrence of the bullwhip effect. These include, (i) the updating of demand forecasts, (ii) order batching, (iii) price fluctuations, and (iv) the rationing or shortage games.
The updating of demand forecasts appears to be a major source of the bullwhip effect. The parties of the supply chain build their forecasts on the historical demand patterns of their immediate customers. In this way, only the retailer build on the actual demand patterns of the customers, the other parties adjust to (unmotivated) fluctuations in the ordering policies of those preceding them in the supply chain.
Another effect will also occur: if everybody reacts to fluctuations with smoothing techniques (like exponential smoothing), the fluctuations will amplify up through the supply chain. It appears that safety stocks, which are popular smoothing devices, will actually amplify the bullwhip effect.
The order batching will appear in two different forms: (i) periodic ordering and (ii) push ordering. In the first case there are a number of reasons for building batches of individual orders. The costs for frequent order processing may be high, which will force customers into periodic ordering; this will in most cases destroy customer demand patterns. There are material requirement planning systems in use, which are run periodically and thus will cause that orders are placed periodically. Logistics operators often favour full truck load (FTL)-or full ship load (FSL)-batches and will determine their tariffs accordingly. These reasons for periodic ordering are quite rational, and will, when acted upon, amplify variability and contribute to the bullwhip effect. Push ordering occurs, as the sales people employed by the producers try to meet their end-of-quarter or end-of-year bonus plans. The effect of this is to amplify the variability with orders from customers overlapping end-of-quarter and beginning-of-quarter months, to destroy connections with the actual demand patterns of customers -and to contribute to the bullwhip effect.
The producers initiate and control price fluctuations for various reasons. Customers are driven to buy in larger quantities by attractive offers on quantity discounts, price discounts, coupons or rebates. Their behaviour is quite rational: to make the optimal use of opportunities when prices shift between high and low. The problem introduced by this behaviour is that buying patterns will not reflect consumption patterns anymore -customers buy in quantities, which do not reflect their needs. This will amplify the bullwhip effect. The consequences are that producers (rightfully) suffer: manufacturing is on overtime during campaigns, premium transportation rates are paid during peak seasons and products suffer damages in overflowing storage spaces.
The rationing and shortage gaming occurs when demand exceeds supply. If the producers once have met shortages with a rationing of customer deliveries, the customers will start to exaggerate their real needs when there is a fear that supply will not cover demand. The bullwhip effect will amplify even further if customers are allowed to cancel orders when their real demand is satisfied. The gaming leaves little information on real demand and will confuse the demand patterns of customers.
It is a fact that these four causes of the bullwhip effect may be hard to monitor, and even harder to control in the industry. We should also be aware of the fact that the four causes may interact, and act in concert, and that the resulting combined effects are not clearly understood, neither in theory nor in practice. It is probably the case that the four causes depend on the supply chain's infrastructure and the strategies used by the various actors.
With a little simplification there appears to be three possible approaches to counteract the bullwhip effect. Find some means (i) to share information from downstream of the supply chain with all the preceding actors. Build channel alignment (ii) with the help of some coordination of pricing, transportation, inventory planning and ownership -if this is legal according to anti-trust legislation. Improve operational efficiency (iii) by reducing cost and by improving on lead times.
The first approach can probably be focused on finding some good technology to accomplish the information sharing, as this can be shown to be beneficial for all the actors operating in the supply chain.
The second approach can first be focused on some non-controversial element, such as the coordination of transportation or inventory planning, and then the alignment can be widened to explore possible in-teractions with other elements.
The third approach is probably straightforward: find inefficiencies in operations in selected strategic business units, find ways to reduce costs and to improve on lead times, and explore if these solutions can be generalized for more actors in the supply chain.
The most effective -and the most challenging -effort will be to find ways to combine elements of all three approaches and to find synergistic programs, which will have the added benefit of being very resource-effective, to eliminate the bullwhip effect.
In a research program carried out with the Finnish forest products industry we developed a series of soft computing models, in which the optimal action programs were built with fuzzy optimisation and approximate reasoning tools and in which we used these methods to tackle and tame the bullwhip effects in the market for fine papers. The soft computing models were implemented on a hyperknowledge platform and we used software agents to support and make the demand forecasting more effective.
Lets next go into more detail and focus on the retailer-wholesaler relationship (the framework applies also to a wholesaler-distributor or distributor-producer relationship). Now we consider a multiple period inventory model where demand is non-stationary over time and demand forecasts are updated from observed demand.
Lets assume that the retailer gets a much higher demand in one period. This will be interpreted as a signal for higher demand in the future, the demand forecasts for future periods get adjusted, and the retailer reacts by placing a larger order with the wholesaler. As the demand is non-stationary, the optimal policy of ordering up to S also gets non-stationary. A further consequence is that the variance of the orders grows, which is starting the bullwhip effect. If the lead-time between ordering point and the point of delivery is long, uncertainty increases and the retailer adds a 'safety margin' to S, which will further increase the variance and add to the bullwhip effect.
Lee et al [5] simplifies the context even further by focusing on a single-item, multiple-period inventory in order to be able to work out the exact bullwhip model.
The timing of the events is as follows: at the beginning of period t, a decision to order a quantity z t is made. This time point is called the 'decision point' for period t. Next the goods ordered ν periods ago arrive. Lastly, demand is realized, and the available inventory is used to meet the demand. Excess demand is backlogged. Let S t denote the amount in stock plus on order (including those in transit) after decision z t has been made for period t.
It is assumed that the retailer faces serially correlated demands, which follow the process
where D t is the demand in period t, ρ is a constant satisfying −1 < ρ < 1, and u t is independent and identically normally distibuted with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Here σ 2 is assumed to be significantly smaller than d, so that the probability of a negative demand is very small. The existence of d, which is some constant, basic demand, is doubtful; in the forest products markets a producer cannot expect to have any 'granted demand'. The use of d is technical, to avoid negative demand, which will destroy the model, and it does not appear in the optimal order quantity. After formulating the cost minimization problem Lee et al [5] proved that (i) if 0 < ρ < 1, the variance of retails orders is strictly larger than that of retail sales,
and (ii) if 0 < ρ < 1, the larger the replenishment lead time, the larger the variance of orders; i.e. Var(z 1 ) is strictly increasing in ν.
The optimal order quantity is an optimal ordering policy, which sheds some new light on the bullwhip effect. The effect gets started by rational decision making, i.e. by decision makers doing the best they can. In other words, there is no hope to avoid the bullwhip effect by changing the ordering policy, as it is difficult to motivate people to act in an irrational way. Since one of the key drivers of the bullwhip effect seems to be the (precise) optimal strategy, we decided to increase flexibility by introducing fuzzy numbers into the bullwhip models [2] and used the following equation for optimal order quantity with fuzzy numbers
We showed that the simple adaptation of the probabilistic model (i.e. the replacement of probabilistic distributions by possibilistic ones) does not reduce the bullwhip effect [2] . We proved, however that by including better and better estimates of future sales during period one, D 1 , the variance of z 1 can be essentially reduced by replacing the old rule for ordering with an adjusted fuzzy rule [3] . Our study of the bullwhip effect showed that as the actors in a supply chain use optimal strategies they jointly create an anomaly, which has negative effects for all the actors. It also showed, that by reducing precision and introducing flexibility we were able to (at least partly) tame the bullwhip effect. This appears to be contrary to the DA paradigm.
Let us in the following find out if we actually can raise more general counter arguments to the Keeney-Raiffa DA paradigm and make a case for a more flexible soft decision analysis, which was successful in the bullwhip case.
The assumption about a unitary decision maker in step 1 is not problematic per se -as Keeney and Raiffa point out in their continuing discussion -with a group of decision makers, as each individual will have to make at least one decision at some point of time, to either follow the majority choice of the group or to select another line of action and make an individual choice. The basic mechanism is the same as in the case of one decision maker, but there is on overlay of negotiations, gaming, the forming of coalitions, etc.
In the case of the bullwhip effect we have several, independent decision makers and the bullwhip anomaly was created by independent, optimal strategies.
The second assumption (the problem has been identified and the viable action alternatives are given), however, is a strong and simplifying limitation. The assumption is 'the full knowledge' assumption of homo economicus, which is satisfied only in special cases. If we make the more flexible assumption that a set of viable action alternatives has been identified, we cannot claim that the problem has been fully identified, as there may be more action alternatives, which may be viable as soon as they are identified. This is a more relevant assumption in most practical cases, but will have the consequence that we cannot be sure that an optimal strategy has been calculated in step 5. In many practical cases it is not even important to find an optimal solution, a good enough solution (by agreement or by analysis) is sufficient for practical decision making.
In practise, a problem may also change character as we start tackling it, it will adapt to the problem solving process itself. This has happened in some cases with the perception human decision makers have of their problems (e.g., what are the viable action alternatives), with the perceived structure of complex decision problems and with the joint group percept ion of decision problems. The adaptation of the problem character is a result of brain storming, knowledge sharing, persuasion, power play, etc. (i.e. the set of viable action alternatives changes), which will have an impact on the outcome of the decision analysis process. Keeney and Raiffa do no address this aspect of decision problems as they assume the viable action alternatives to be given.
In the case of the bullwhip effect there are four basic descriptive and explanatory models, which give us a basic understanding of the bullwhip mechanism: (i) the updating of demand forecasts, (ii) order batching, (iii) price fluctuations, and (iv) the rationing and shortage games. Each one of these models focus on a well defined set of viable action alternatives and finds the optimal choice among them. In most cases there is no jointly optimal strategy for all four models, i.e. we cannot hope to eliminate the bullwhip effect with a combination of optimal strategies. A better way is to allow a flexible approach or to use a strategy for action alternatives to be formed during the problem solving process. The bullwhip problem shows that we can create a blind alley to practical problem solving with the DA paradigm.
As a minimum we can say that there appears to be classes of problems for which the DA paradigm should not be used, but for which we use it anyway for lack of better methods and models. There is a need for an approach, which keeps the DA principles (identified decision problem, viable action alternatives) but adapts them to the complexities of a real life context.
The assumptions underlying the structural analysis in step 2 are relevant and to the point, but the proposal to wrap the very complex issues raised '. . . into an orderly package by a decision tree' is not a very good one. The decision tree cannot in most cases capture the actual issues well enough to give an adequate representation of the decision problems involved. The use of decision trees simplifies the problems too far, it is not a matter of cutting to the core of a problem but of risking to miss the core altogether.
The decision tree builds on an understanding of the decision problem in terms of cause-effect relationships, which in a number of cases involving human perceptions is too simplistic. The alternative model of producer-product relationships, which is used in systems modelling, allows for each effect to have several causes and for each cause to have several, equally relevant effects. This gives us richer and more powerful models for handling complex problems, but made it hard for us -two decades ago -to find solutions with standard algorithms. As we now have much better means to deal with producer-product relationships, there is not much need anymore to simplify things only in the interest of finding algorithms.
The bullwhip effect showed that it is not a good strategy to work with four independent, simplified models of different aspects of a complex decision problem. It is possible to find independent, optimal strategies but when implemented they help create a more complex and more difficult problem for which the simplified models have nothing to offer. For the bullwhip effect we used a hyperknowledge platform, which allowed us to connect the four models and to find some joint, good (not necessarily optimal) strategies with some simulation software. This was helpful and gave us the insights we needed to find the way towards the use of fuzzy numbers in the bullwhip models. Models and methods are instrumental for coping with complex decision problems and the use of too much simplification will focus the problem solving processes on aspects, which may not be at the core of the problem. In this respect standard DA has limited usefulness.
In step 3 the uncertainty analysis equates uncertainty with randomness, and actually combines both objectively observable and testable random events with subjective judgments of the decision maker into probabilities, which are assigned to the nodes of a decision tree. A purist would accept the use of probability theory to deal with observable random events, but would frown upon the transformation of subjective judgments to probabilities.
In one of the bullwhip models, the updating of demand forecasts, it became apparent that a major driver of the bullwhip effect is the routine introduction of a random factor (cf. (1)) to represent the uncertainty of the true demand. In our specific case, the forest products industry, there is not even any good argument for introducing random factors, as it was very hard to find convincing arguments for the demand to be random or even approximately random. The use of probabilities has another major drawback: the probabilities give an image of precision which is unmerited -we have found cases where the assignment of probabilities is based on very rough, subjective estimates and then the subsequent calculations are carried out with a precision of two decimal points. This shows that the routine use of probabilities, which is the recommendation of the DA paradigm, is not a good choice. The actual meaning of the results of an analysis may be totally unclear -or results with serious errors may be accepted at face value.
In step 4 the decision maker assigns utility values to consequences, which are the results of combinations of actions and random events. If there are multiple objectives then multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) should be used as the foundation for DA. The choice of utility theory -and the reference to a decision maker's relative preferences for lotteries -is a way to anchor the DA paradigm to the von Neumann-Morgenstern axiomatic utility theory. Nevertheless, since 1976 there has been introduced and tested other approaches to deal with multiple objectives (gradient methods, multiple criteria Pareto optima, reference and ideal point methods, fuzzy cone domi-nance, etc.), which compete successfully with the MAUT and do not require the use of utility theory. This shows that it is possible to carry out systematic DA without the use of utility theory. Besides that, the use of utility theory has proved to be problematic for use in practical applications (which should be more serious than having axiomatic problems): (i) utility measures cannot be validated inter-subjectively, (ii) the consistency of utility measures cannot be validated across events or contexts for the same subject, (iii) utility measures show discontinuities in empirical tests (as shown by Tversky (cf. [7] )), which should not happen with rational decision makers if the axiomatic foundation is correct, and (iv) utility measures are artificial and thus hard to use on an intuitive basis. Actually, there is no need for the utility theory as any good value system with reasonable properties could be used (cf. [1] ). As we have seen in [1] there should be a way to deal with interdependence when we have multiple criteria. Even if interdependence was part of the original von Neumann-Morgenstern work it was later forgotten in the DA paradigm and in the MAUT as there was no way to work out the interdependence of objectives neither in a decision tree nor in a MAUT model.
In the work with the bullwhip effect we did not use any utility theory as the models were built in terms of the action variables and their cost/benefit consequences. This had several benefits: (i) there is an intuitive and testable relationship between actions and consequences, (ii) the cost/benefit consequences can be followed up with links in the corporate information system, and (iii) an intersubjective evaluation and validation is possible, as the cost/benefit measures have a joint conceptual framework for all decision makers. The typical use of utility theory in DA is to create a basis for the evaluation of viable action alternatives in multiple attributes. For the bullwhip models we used a hyperknowledge platform for this purpose, which allows the use of a choice of mapping relations and functions to evaluate the results (such as an optimal strategy) from one model in terms of assumptions, viable action alternatives and objectives of another model. This can be repeated for triples, 4-tuples, 5-tuples, etc. of models in various combinations. This is, admittedly, much more difficult than to compare outcomes of models with utility theory, in which we simply assume the existence of a value relation to help us judge the outcomes, but it is much more practical and much closer to real life decision problems.
As this discussion has shown, the use of utility theory is not necessary and it may not even be sufficient for good decision making.
The DA step 5 calculates an optimal strategy based on the structural analysis and the assignment of probabilities and utilities; this optimal strategy is decided in such a way that the expected utility is maximized. It is, of course, the case that if we find fault with the structuring of a decision problem, and with the assignment of both the probabilities and the utilities, it does not make much sense to endorse the maximization of expected utility. It should, of course, be pointed out that the outcome is not very clear as it will be hard to decide if we managed to maximize expected utility or not.
The outcome of the work with the bullwhip effect was not any optimal state at a predefined point in time, but a process for coordinating four systems of viable action alternatives, which when properly combined will eliminate the bullwhip effect for a chosen interval. Thus we do not have any optimal strategic choice, but a sufficiently good action program to tackle the bullwhip effect -for practical purposes this turned out to be enough.
An agenda for soft decision analysis
In the history of science it has always been the case that great models and theories sooner or later get scrutinized, that they are found to have flaws and errors as the context for using them has changed, or as new (and often better) models, instruments and algorithms get developed and used, and then will be replaced.
In the previous section we have undertaken a critical scrutiny of the DA paradigm on the basis of experience we gained from working on the bullwhip effect. We had some success with sorting out the complexities of the bullwhip by using fuzzy numbers in the bullwhip models, and we found out that this points the way to a more viable approach to sort out complex decision problems.
As a positive criticism of the DA paradigm we have collected the insights we have gained in an agenda for soft decision analysis (SDA), which we hasten to add is not complete but -hopefully -an opening for focused research and continuing development.
3.1 Focus on decision problems, which are ill or semi-structured (in contrast with the problems solved by DA, which normally are described as well-structured). Find ways to deal with this type of decision problems.
3.1.1 the set of viable action alternatives is (i) unknown, or (ii) partly known and partly defined, or (iii) known, and is being defined.
3.1.2 the set of goals and objectives is (i) unknown, or (ii) partly known and partly defined, or (iii) known, and is being defined as part of the problem solving process.
3.1.3 the context is (i) unknown, or (ii) partly known and partly defined, or (iii) known, and is being defined as part of the problem solving process, or is (iv) known, and is adapting to the problem solving process.
3.2
The problem structuring process should adapt to ill and semi-structured problems, and should be more comprehensive than the DA. Find ways to enhance the problem structuring process.
3.2.1 combine cause-effect modelling and producer-product modelling to move from well-structured and semi-structured to ill-structured problems.
3.2.2 find or develop methods for evaluating choices of viable action alternatives at pre-chosen points of time, gradually and partly during the problem solving process, or for creating and evaluating options for decision making at some later point of time.
3.2.3 find or develop methods for evolutionary modelling, i.e. methods to interactively (or even automatically) adapt models to information learned during the problem solving process.
3.2.4 find or develop methods to help design, build and implement better cognitive tools to enhance (or replace) decision trees.
3.2.5 develop software tools to support interactive problem structuring processes.
3.3
The uncertainty analysis should move beyond the approximation of uncertainty with probability estimates and the use of subjective probabilities. Find ways to enhance the uncertainty analysis.
3.3.1 develop methods to use imprecision (missing data, uncertainty, spotty information, imperfect knowledge) in modelling with fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, approximate reasoning, etc.
3.3.2 find or develop methods to handle subjective assessments in a consistent, systematic and rational way with, for instance, possibility theory.
3.3.3 develop an 'assessment paradigm' to guide uncertainty analysis away from undue precision but towards sufficient consistency, when the uncertainty is decided either prior to or during the problem solving process.
3.4
The value analysis should move beyond the use of utility theory. Find ways to enhance the value analysis.
3.4.1 find or develop methods to combine subjective assessments and objective measurements in a value system so that the combination satisfies the guidelines of the 'assessment paradigm'.
3.4.2 develop methods to handle various forms of multiple criteria (attributes, objectives, goals) value analysis.
3.4.3 develop methods to use fuzzy number assessments as part of a multiple criteria value analysis.
3.5
The optimisation analysis should move beyond finding the best path through a decision tree. Find ways to enhance the optimisation analysis.
3.5.1 formulate the SDA paradigm to combine the elements of steps 3.1-3.4.
3.5.2 find or develop methods to find 'the best possible & options' action program to guide a decision process in a context defined in steps 3.1-3.4. This action program could be called a soft optimal strategy and should allow for flexibility both on choice and implementation time. 3.5.3 develop software tools to support an interactive optimisation analysis and to guide the problem solving process through bad or partial problem structures (for which we use multiple data sources), imprecision, uncertainty, multiple criteria and value systems, which combine measurements and assessments.
The Soft Decision Analysis is focused on the 'new economy' decision context where fast and correct decision making is becoming instrumental as the context is becoming more and more complex, and will change more and more rapidly.
There is no great consensus on what exactly will form the 'new economy' context, but some of the key elements will most probably be, (i) virtual teamwork in different places and in different time zones, (ii) decision support systems on mobile devices, with (iii) access to and the use of multilayer networks (Internet(s), intranets), through which (iv) access to and the use of a multitude of data sources (databases, data warehouses, text files, multimedia sources, etc.), and with support from (v) intelligent technologies for filtering, sifting and summarizing (software agents, machine intelligence, evolutionary computing, neural nets, etc.) and (vi) multiple criteria (crisp, soft) algorithms for problem solving.
